
Activation of Electrical Contacts

by Organic Vapors

By L. H. GERMER and J. L. SMITH

Unreproducibilily of earlier work on the erosion of relay contacts has been

traced to the effects of organic vapors in the atmosphere. Carbon from de-

composition of these vapors yreatly alters the conditions under which an
electric arc can be initiated and can be sustained. The importance from the

standpoint of erosion comes from the fact that for many circuit conditions

contacts activated by this carbon cannot be protected against severe arcing

by any conventional capacitance-resistance network. This paper reports

investigations which have enabled us to understand the activation of contacts

by organic vapors.
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INTRODUCTION

Contamination of surfaces by organic vapors is a subtle factor that

influences the electrical erosion of relay contacts. Because of this con-

tamination, contacts in the telephone plant sometimes erode very much

more than one would expect from simple laboratory life tests. This caused

considerable confusion until about 1945 when the influence of organic

vapors was recognized. The term "activation" is used here to describe

changes in the surfaces of electrical contacts which give rise to greater

arcing when an electrical circuit is completed or broken than would

occur if the metal surfaces were clean.* Although its cause is generally

carbon from organic vapors, there are occasionally other causes. This

paper is an account of recent research^ on activation produced by organic

vapors, t

It has been found that the carbon that causes activation is formed on

the electrode surfaces by decomposition of adsorf)ed organic molecules.

Microscopic examination of contacts gives a very sensitive way of de-

tecting incipient activation, since the carbon can easily be seen before

any electrical effects are obser\'ed. The minimum amount of carbon

necessary for activation is of the order of 0.05 microgram.

Activation has been produced on noble metals only, and only by un-

saturated ring compounds. When experiments are carried out on clean

noble metal surfaces under controlled conditions which do not permit

burning of carbon, it is found that the amount of carbon formed by an

arc corresponds to approximately a monolayer of organic molecules on

the area heated by the arc. After a surface has become active, the amount

of carbon formed by each arc is considerably increased and corresponds

to the decomposition of several monolayers of molecules. In air, the situ-

* The term "activation" has sometimes been used heretofore to signify en-

hanced erosion resulting from organic vapors. This is a different definition from

that used in this paper, due to the fact that in some cases, long sustained arcs

produce less erosion than arcs of shorter duration. This is often true for silver

surfaces, as described below. In a case of this sort, a surface may have a great

deal of carbon on it and be very "active" by our definition, when it would be

considered not active at all by the definition that relates activation to rate of

t Other causes of activation will not be considered here. See Reference 2, page

961.
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atiou in much complicuted by burdiiig of carbon and by the impedance
offered by air to diffusion of molecules to the electrode surfaces. Because

of these complicating factors, activation will not occur in air if the vapor

pressure is too low or if the time between arcs is too short.

Arcs at the making and breaking of clean contacts— clean in the sense

that they are free from carbon — produce transfer of metal from one con-

tact to the other with a resulting pit and mound of about equal volumes.

7^he situation is greatly changed by carbon. The presence of carbon

causes increased arcing, alters the characteristics of the arcs, and greatly

changes the resulting erosion both in character and amount. With carbon

present, some or even all of the eroded metal does not stick to the elec-

trodes, and there is often loss of metal from both of them, the missing

metal turning up mixed with carbon in a loose black powder. With car-

bon on the surfaces, successive arcs occur at different places, and the

resulting erosion tends to be smooth with the electrodes worn down uni-

formly all over their surfaces. This is because each arc burns off carbon

at its center, while it produces more around its periphery where the

metal is cooler, and each new arc strikes on a newly carbonized surface.

Every arc, of either the active sort or of the "inactive" sort which

occm's at clean surfaces, is predominantly an arc in metal vapor. The
active arcs, as well as the arcs at clean surfaces, are of one or the other

of two quite distinct types which ha\'e been called, respectively, "anode

arcs" and "cathode ares" (Reference 3 and 4 which are concerned mth
palladium electrodes only). In an anode arc, most of the metal of the

arc is vaporized from the anode by electron bombardment, but in a

cathode arc the metal is supplied from the cathode by the explosion of

small areas due to Joule heating by field emission currents of enormous
densities flo^nng through them. In an anode arc, the erosion is predom-
inantly from the anode, and in a cathode arc from the cathode.

Whether a particular arc is of the anode or of the cathode type is de-

termined by the electrode separation and the contact metal. For pal-

ladium electrodes, an are is an anode arc if the separation is less than

about 0..") X 10~* cm, but a cathode arc if the separation is greater than

this value. The corresponding critical distance for silver is 3 or 4 X 10^*

cm. The carbon particles producing activation permit breakdown at

separations for which it would not occur in the absence of carbon, and
thus favor cathode arcs. The critical distance of palladium is so small

that all active jndladium arcs are cathode arcs, with the greater loss of

metal from the cathode. For silver, on the other hand, the critical dis-

tance is so large that act ive arcs at silver surfaces are in many cases anode

arcs, with the greater loss of metal from the anode as in the case of inac-

tive silver arcs.
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neath the electrodes. It is clear that the increased arcmg of activation

is caused by sohd carbonaceous material made by decomposition of

organic vapor and not by the vapor itself. Clean metal contacts can, in

fact, be made to show all of the symptoms of activation by allowing soot

from a flame to settle on their surfaces.*t Activation produced in this

way is, of course, temporary, lasting only until the deposited soot is

burned away.

When one looks for characteristics of arcs between active surfaces to

which numerical values can be attached, four features come at once to

mind— the electric field at which an arc strikes, the voltage across the

arc after it is established, the minimum arc current {which is just the

current at which the arc goes out), and finally, after the arc is over, the

amount of metal that was gained or lost by each of the electrodes during

the arc. All of these quantities have been measured for active arcs as

well as for arcs at clean sui-faces, and a brief summary of the results of

the measurements is given here.

- ~ 'c'

1.1 Striking Field

To measure the electrode separation at which an arc strikes between

closing electrodes, relay contacts were operated repeatedly, discharging

on each closure a capacitor charged to a measured voltage. An arc at

each closure was assured by using short leads between the capacitor and

the contacts to keep the circuit inductance very low. The time from the

initiation of the arc to the touching of the contacts was measured on an

oscilloscope.

t

Fig. 2 illustrates the results of measurements made by F. E. Ha-

worth' upon palladium electrodes closing at 30 em/sec to discharge a

very small capacitor charged to 50 volts. Before the start of the experi-

ment the electrodes had been cleaned by repeated arcing in air, and the

first experimental point represents the closure of these clean electrodes.

All of the other measurements were made in air containing a fairly high

partial pressure of limonene vapor. Each point plotted on the curve rep-

* Unpublished work of P. P. ICisliuk.
. u uu-

t It IB interesting to point out that a surface is not made active by rubbing

petrolatum upon it, although activation will occur very quickly if an electric

current is made or broken at such a greasy surface, so that some of the grease is

± For inactive area, it is necessary to make a correction for the height of the

mound of metal thrown up by the arc (Reference 6, page 1136)
,
After the contacts

become active, there is no appreciable mound thrown iip (at palladium surfaces),

and the electrode separation at the initiation of the arc is calculated at once from

the closure time and the previously measured electrode velocity. The height of

the mound produced before the contacts are active was minimized by using a

capacitance of only 40 X 10~" farad.
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Fig. 2 — Breakdown distance, jind apparent striking field, for arcing at relay
contacts on closure in tlio presence of limonene vapor, plotted against number
of operations. Each closure discharges a very small capacitor charged to 50 volts.
Contacts are clean and inactive at the beginning of the test.

resents the average of 100 separate measurements. During tests of this

sort, it was discovered that, with frequent microKcopic examination of

the electrodes, black sooty material could easily be seen after the first

;iO closures, before certain evidence of activation could bo obtained in

any other known way. In Section 4.1, it is shown that this material is

carbon.

The average electrode separation at which an arc struck between clean

electrodes at the beginning of tlic cin've of Kig. 2 was about 1 X 10~^

cm and after the electrodes became covered by sooty material, about

8 X lO"* cm. The apparent striking field was decreased by activation

from 5 X 10^ to 0.0 X 10^ volts, cm. When measurements were made at

250 volts, rather than 50 volts, the striking field in the active condition

was only slightly higher, 0.8 X 10" volts/cm. Activation produces a

lowering (jf the apparent striking held, regardless of the value of the

applied voltage.*

1.2 Arc Voltage

The observed voltage across an arc at active palladium contacts agrees

in general with that of palladium cathode arcs, which is about 16 (Refer-

ence 4, Fig. 7 and TJelVrence 2, Table II), whereas the ar(^ voltage of

* This apparent contradiction of the conclusion of F. E. Haworth' is clarified
in Section 2.1.
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Fig. 3 — Meiisuremeiits of arc voltage at cathode arcs between a carbon-plati-

num pair of electrodes, and between a carbon tungsten pair — at successive rever-

sals of striking potential.

carbon is much higher and quite variable in the range from 20 to 30. One

is tempted to conekide from this that the vapor in an arc between active

palladium contaetw is preduminantly the metal of the electrodes, not

carbon vapor. A more sound conclusion, however, as will be pointed out

later, is that the source of electrons on the cathode of an active arc is

palladium metal rather than carbon.*

When contact surfaces are very heavily carbonized, an arc voltage

substantially higher than that characteristic of the metal of the elec-

trodes is sometimes observed for a short time at the beginning and at

the end of an active arc occurring at the discharge of a eapacitor into an

inductive circuit. An example of this is shown in the oscilloscope trace

of Fig. 4. The higher are voltage at the lieginning of this arc, when the

current was extremely small, is interpreted as the initiation of the arc

between carbon surfaces, and the enhanced voltage at the end is evidence

* A very simple experiment has been carried out which proves conclusively

that the character of an arc of the tyjje which we call a cathode arc (see below,

and Rcf. 3 and 4) is determined bv the ijroperties of the cathode, and not by those

of the anode. This is perhaps self' evident, but a direct lest is reassuring. The test

is simply the obeervalion that, for an arc of tlie cathode type between electrodes

of different materials, the arc voltage is s\d)8tantial]y the same as it would be if

both electrodes were of the cathode material. The test is made by reversing the

potential between the electrodes repeatedly, and after each reversal observing

that tlie arc voltage cliangea gradually from that characteristic of the anode to

that characteristic of tlie catliode. After each I'eversal tlie arc begins to clean from

the cathode the anode material (hat was dejjosited there liefore the reversal, when

what is now the cathode was the anode. Accompanying this cleaning, the arc

voltage goes uj) or down until it reaches the value characteristic of the cathotie

itself. Measurements obtained in this way are reproduced in Fig. 3 for a carbon-

platinum pair of electrodes and for a carbon -tungsten pair.
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tliat wluMi the current was again small the arc was locahzed at a new
position on a i'resh carbon surface so that it was again a carbon arc;

during most ol' the arc time, wlien Ihc current was larger, the cathode

surface was maintained so tree from carl)oii that the source of electrons

at the cathode was palladium metal rather than carbon. For lightly

cai'bonisied surfaces, which may be just as active as judged by arc dura-

tion or any other test that we know of, no such enhanced arc voltage at

the beginning or at the end of an arc has been observed. It may well be

that for lightly carbonized surfaces the arc voltage is characteristic of

carbon for a time too short to be detected by this crude means.

1.3 MinimuTYi Arc Current

The current at which an arc goes out is readily found by observing

on an oscilloscope the potential acro.ss closing contacts discharging a

capacitor through a non-inductive resistor R. At extinction, the potential

rises from the arc voltage ;' to that across the capacitor Vi . The mini-

mum are current is then (Fi — v)/R. An oscilloscope trace showing such

a determination of minimum are current at the arc initiation potential

of 400 volts is reproduced as Fig. 5. (See also Reference 2, Fig. 5 and

Fig. 4 — Oscilloscope trace rep-
reseiiliiin the voltiiKe acruss ;ui arc
at the cIoKure of very heavily car-
bonizetl electrodes. Discharge
through aii inductance of 10~% of

a capacitor of lO^T charKcil to 50
volts. Near the l)eginning and
near the end of tlie arc tlie source
of electrons at the cathode was a
carbon surface.

TIME IN MICROSECONDS

Fig. 5 — Voltage across clean
l)alhidiuni contacts when a capac-
itor charged to 4tH) volts is dis-

charged through a resistor of 200
ohms. The cloauro are went out at

tlie miuinuun arc current 0.42
amp.

5 10

rrwe IN MrCROSECONDS
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Reference 8, Fig. 1). The minimuin arc current is much lower for active

contacts than for inactive or clean contacts, and one can perhaps think

of the decrease of the minimum sire current for noble metal contacts

from a value of the order of 1 ampere for clean surfaces to 0.1 ampere

or less for active surfaces as the chief characteristic of activation.

1.4 Erosion

Active contacts of palladium and of silver transfer metal in quite

different ways. The transfer at active silver contacts is the more complex,

and for this reason the transfer that occurs at active palladium contacts

^ -1.5

-4.0

(a) LIMONENE ATI MM PRESSURE

ANODE

CATHODE
___ —O

(b) NAPTHALENE AT ROOM TEMP

S.

0.07 0,2 0.51 1.03 0.07 0.2

ARC TIME IN MICROSECONDS
O.Bl 1,03

Fig 6 _ Results of measurement by weighing of the erosion of palladium elec-

trodes produced by active arcs in limonene vapor (a) and in napthalene vapor

(b).

will be taken up first. The behavior of platinum is in general like that

of palladium, and gold is like silver.

14 (a) Palladium andPlatinum. It is found that arcing on closure at ac-

tive contacts of palladium or platinum causes loss of metal at the cathode

of the order of 4 X 10^^'' cc/erg. The anode often loses metal also, but the

loss at the anode is considerably less and may be zero in some cases. The

results of two sets of measurements upon active palladium contacts are

plotted in Fig. 6. These data represent changes in volume (calculated

from weighings) per unit of arc energy after repeated arcs in limonene

vapor at a vapor pressure of 1 mm Hg, Fig. 6(a), and in the vapor of

napthalene saturated at room temperature, Fig. 6(b). Tests were made

by closing electrodes to discharge on each closure a properly terminated

fixed length of cable charged always to 200 volts, to give in each case a

constant arc current of 4 amperes, with the arc lasting for the time de-

termined by the cable length. For the shortest arc time, the energy of
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each of the individual arcs was 40 ergs, and for the longest arc time 600

ergs. The results indicate no significant variation of the erosion per unit

of energy over this range.

There is some evidence that arcs at the break of active palladium sur-

faces give significantly lower cathode erosion per unit of energy (1 or 2 X
j^Q-14 (-(-/erg) than do arcs at closure. The reason for the difference is

not clearly understood, but widely difTerent currents and electrode sepa-

rations may be significant factors.

By examining contacts of palladium or platinum after many active

arcs {on either break or closm'e), it is found that the erosion tends to be

uniform over the surface, wearing each electrode down smoothly, with

nmch less loss from the anode than from the cathode. This type of wear

is quite different from that produced by arcs at clean surfaces. Erosion

by arcs at clean surfaces always gives a mound of metal on one electrode,

with a corresponding pit in the other; the loss of metal from one electrode

is not appreciably greater than the gain by the other, the entire erosion

consisting simply of transfer of metal between the contacts.

Now the inactive arcs at clean surfaces are known to be of two types

which have been called "anode arcs" and "cathode arcs."^' '^ In anode

arcs, the transfer of metal is aliout 4 X 10^'^ cc/erg and is from anode

to cathode, with a resulting pit in the anode and a matching mound on

the cathode (Reference 9, page 1085-108G). In inactive cathode arcs,

measurements made in the same way and not yet published ha\'e shown

that the transfer is smaller— about 1 X 10~'* cc/erg— and is in the

opposite direction, from cathode to anode, with a resulting pit in the

cathode and a matching mound on the anode.'" It will be shown later,

Section 2.4(a), that arcs at active palladium surfaces are of the cathode

type, each individual arc being not readily distinguishable from an inac-

tive cathode arc in the effect it produces on the cathode surface. The

reason for the net cathode loss being greater in an active cathode arc

than in a cathode arc at clean surfaces is due, at least in part, to some

reverse transfer in an arc at clean surfaces.

IJi (b) Silver and Gold. The erosion of silver surfaces is quite complex,

and an adequate description of all of the phenomena encountered is re-

served for later publication.'" A .simplified description of the main fea-

tures of the erosion of silver contacts is given here. Tests upon active

gold contacts have been less extensive than upon active silver contacts,

but as far as the observations go, gold has been found to behave just like

silver.

At active silver surfaces the erosion is, in most cases, from the anode,

as it is at inacti\'e surfaces. The arcs are active anode arcs, see Section
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2.4(b), which have never been observed at palladium contacts. The

metal lost from the anode after a great many active anode arcH tends

to be eroded smoothly over the entire surface, like the cathode loss in

arcs of the cathode type at palladium contacts. At a moderate pressure

of activating vapor, almost all of the metal eroded from a silver anode

is transferred to the cathode, but at a high pressure much of it is lost.

Whether the metal from the anode is transferred or lost is correlated

with the amount of carbon formed by the active arcs; if the production

of carbon is small, metal is transferred, but in the presence of much

carbon, the metal does not stick to the cathode and is lost. The amount

of carbon formed (in air) by active anode type arcs at silver surfaces is

very much less than the amount formed by active cathode type arcs at

palladium surfaces, and this difference accounts for the fact that a great

deal of the eroded metal is transferred at active silver surfaces, although

there is always very Uttle transfer at active palladium surfaces.* The

erosion of a silver anode by active anode arcs may be as great as 10"^^

cc/erg, but is lower than this whenever the carbon formation is suffi-

ciently slight to permit much transfer of metal.

Long, sustained break arcs at active silver surfaces become cathode

arcs when the electrode separation becomes sufficiently great. Such arcs

give cathode erosion resembling that at active palladium surfaces. For a

long sustained break arc, the cathode erosion suffered when the electrode

separation becomes very large may be greater than the anode erosion

occurring when the electrodes are closer together, so that the net loss

from the cathode may be the greater. There may even be a small net

anode gain.

Measurements of transfer at electrical contacts have sometimes been

very confusing in the past, both because of their complexity and because

of their apparently erratic character. Now, with well developed insight

into the mechanism of short arcs, this complexity of transfer and its

varied character have been most useful in improving our understanding

of short arcs and of the transfer of metal to which they give ri.se.

The over-all picture of activation will be given in the following pages.

2. INTERPRETATION OF ACTIVATION

After one has concluded that activation is due to sohd carbonaceous

material, it is natural that tests should be made upon contacts of solid

* At extremely low pressiu'cs of activating vapor, active anode arcs at silver

surfaces may not only transfer to the cathode practically all of the metal lost from

the anode, but the type of erosion may even be changed to the mound and pit

type characteristic of inactive arcs.'
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carlioii, and upon metal surfaces on which carbon particles have been

dupti'd. Tlie results of those tests have suppleincnted measurements upon

active noble metal contacts and liave led to a great increase in our knowl-

edge of activation . In fact they open the way to a faii'ly thorough under-

standing of the subject.

2.1 Striking Field

Five different experinicnts ha\e been carried out, which were designed

to discover the reason for the low striking field at active contacts. Al-

though the results of these expeiiments do not estabUsh the reason for

the low striking field in any definitive fashion, they do lead to an ex-

planation which seems entirely satisfying.

The simplest of these experiinents has already been reported at the

end of Section 1.1. It is the ob.servation that the striking field at active

contacts is mnch the same at dilVerent striking voltages, of course below

air breakdown only.

In another experiment, not heretofore published, W. S. Boyle and

P. KisUuk produced active spots at various points along a palladium

wire. The wire, which lay on the axis of a glass cylinder, was made active

at these selected points by repeated short arcs in an atmosphere

containing limonene vapor. The other electrode was operated by an elec-

tromagnet outside the cylinder, with the magnet arranged so that the

electrode could be placed at any location along the wire or withdrawn

completely at any time. After acti\'atiug a number of points, as determined

bj' continuous oscilloscopic observation, the cylinder was exhausted and

field emission currents were drawn from the wire to the cylinder. From
observation of a fluorescent coating on the inside of the cylinder, it was

found that the positions along the wire, which gave the largest currents,

were quite unrelated to the acti\e spots. From this experiment, one can

conclude that the work function of active spots along the wire was not

lower than the work function of other parts of the wire, and also that

there was no significant enhancement of field emission at these spots

because of roughness. Thus, the activation of contacts by organic vapors

is not due to enhanced field emission currents because of lowering of the

work function or because of greater surface roughness.

In a third experiment by F. E. Haworth,^ measurements were made
of the electrode separations at which an arc strikes between a palladium

electrode and a smooth palladium surface upon which carbon particles

liad been deposited. For this experiment, solid carbon particles of fairly

uniform size were obtained by Ijlowing air at a low controlled rate
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Table I — Effect of Carbon Particles upon

Striking Distance

Range of Particle Size

(by microscopic measurement)
Average Striking Distance

at 50 Volts
Apparent Striking Field

No Particles
to 1 X 10"' cm
to 2.5

4 to 5

0.10 X 10-^ cm
1.4
2.5
4.3

5 X 10« volts/cm
0.36
0.20
0.12

through agitated carbon dust and collecting the particles that had been

carried upward for a considerable distance in the air stream. The time

of deposition of these particles upon the smooth surface was adjusted to

give an average distance between particles of about 10 times their di-

ameters. The smooth palladium surface with a fairly uniform, but sparse

covering of carbon particles was made the cathode in measurements of

striking distance by the oscilloscope method, Section 1.1. For a particular

size of particle, 100 measurements were made of striking distance, each

measurement at a different point on the surface, so as not to include any.

measurement of striking distance at a place on the surface where the

original particles had already been burned off.* Table I gives the ranges

of particle size as found microscopically and the corresponding average

measured values of striking distance. The increase of striking distance

was just equal to the particle size. At each arc, a particle was destroyed

so that the time to closure measured on the oscilloscope corresponded,

not to the true striking distance, but to the distance from the anode to

the cathode sui-facc upon which the particle rested. The electric field at

which the arc struck was very much higher than the calculated values

of the third column of Table I, and was not significantly different from

the striking field for inactive surfaces.

In the fourth experiment, the striking field was measured between

electrodes of solid carbon. One of these was mounted upon a cantilever

bar hi such a way that it could be moved through extremely small meas-

ured distances by pushing on the end of the cantilever bar using a mi-

crometer screw (Reference 4, page 33). The zero point was found by

touching the contacts through a high resistance galvanometer circuit;

then the contacts were separated and the striking distance found after

applying the voltage. Measurements made in this way by M. M. Atalla

(Reference U, Table I) have given, for the striking field for carbon elec-

* A correct measure of striking distance is obtained only when the arc energy

is sufficient to burn up the ciirbon particles completely. No appreciable mound of

metal is thrown up to falsify the distance measurement, because the arcs are of

the cathode type, see Section 2.4(a).
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trodes, 2.4 X 10^ voltK/cm, ami our unpiiljlished measurements agree

with this, The striking held for carbon surfaces is thus only a little less

than that I'ound for cathode arcs at clean metal surfaces {Reference 4,

Fig. 8), and very difTerent from the held at which arcs strike between

acti\'c surfaces.*

In another exjjerinient, tests were carried out upon carbon particles

in the 4 to 5 X 10"'* cm range of diameters, deposited sparsely upon a

palladium surface as before. A careful <'omparison was made of the elec-

trode separations at which an arc struck at 50 volts and at 250 volts. At
the higher voltage, the distance was greater than at the lower voltage

by the factor of only 1.3, offering confirmation that the isolated carbon

particles act chiefly as chunks of material, partially closing the electrode

gap.

The one way in which the carbon that produces activation differs from

other carbon, and in particular from small carbon particles dusted

sparsely upon a smooth metal surface, is in the very large numbei' of

its particles and iu its state of subdivision. This gives an eminently

plausible clue to the great electrode separation at which breakdown
occurs between active surfaces. Acc(trding to this model, breakdown

occurs at a great separation between active surfaces because, at the

ele(ttric field corresponding to this separation, electrostatic forces be(!ome

sufficient to cause motion of small particles which decreases the scpara-

* III measuring the striking field ;it carhoii surfiiees for low voltages by the
oscillospopit' method, n value of the order of 0.6 X 10'^ volts/cm was found earlier
(Reference 6, Table I). Tins result was certainly in error, hecaiise of burning of
carbon in tlie arc, so tliat the separation of the electrodes when the arc ended was
greater than it was at the arc initiation.

To check this ex})lanation of the earlier incorrect result, an experiment was
carried out in whicli the time to closure for carbon electrodes was measured as a
function of the energy in the arc. In successive tests, a number of difTerent capaci-
tors, each charged t o 50 volts, were discharged on the closure of carbon electrodes.
The time to closure was found to increase progressively with capacitance for the
values 10^, ]()', lO' and 10* nfii. Carrying out the measurements many times and
taking average values, it was found that the time to closure increased linearly
with the cube root of the capacitance. This suggests strongly that a hole was
being burned in one of the electrodes and the increased time to closure was just
the ibne for one electrode to move the depth of the hole. A cpiantitative value
for the volume of the hole can be obtained from the data, on the basis of an as-
sumed hole shape. In earlier work (HeferenceO, page 1088), ii pit on a metal elec-
trode was assumed to be a spherical segment with the dejith equal to one-half
of the pit radius. Making the same assQmi)tion for the hy|)othetical hole in the
present tests, and assuming an electrode velocity on closure of 30 cm/sec, it turns
out that the relationship between volume of the hole and energy of the arc is

V = 4.5 X 10"'- cmVcrg. The agreement of this result with that for the erosion
of the metal anode in an anode arc (Reference 9, |>age lOSS), is remarkable and
must be largely fortuitous. The agrccTnent does, nevertheless, make almost cer-
tain that burriing of one of t.he elect I'odes (I he cathode, as we know from other
work) is i\w. reason for the oscillosco|>ic method giving incorrect values for the
electrode separation at whicii an arc strikes Ijetwccn carbon electrodes (Refer-
ence 6, Table I).
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tion. The experimentally observed field of 0.6 X 10" volts/cm is the

field at which this motion becomes appreciable for the very small sooty

particles. With the start of motion of this sort the field is increased, and

fm'ther motion is assured making the situation unstable. The gap is

greatly decreased in length before electrical breakdown takes place, and

the field at electrical breakdomi is probably as high as it is at any carbon

surface.

2.2 Arc Voltage

At the beginning of an active arc, at least one carbon particle is always

exploded by the arc current, but only when the surface is very heavily

carbonized is an enhanced arc voltage observed, Fig. 4. It must not be

thought that the higher arc voltage occasionally found at the beginning

of an arc is to be attributed directly to the presence of carbon vapor in

the arc during its early stages, because carbon does not have an excep-

tionally high ionization potential. P. Kishuk has shown'^ that, in a field

emission short arc, the arc voltage should be just slightly larger than

the sum of the ionization potential of the metal of the electrodes and of

its thermionic work fimction. Now this result holds quite well for a num-

ber of different metal arcs, but does not hold at all for carbon. The short

carbon arc is apparently of a different type, and has no well defined arc

voltage. On the other hand, although carbon, unlike the noble metals,

gives out thermiotnc electrons copiously long before it is hot enough to

vaporize, a true thermionic arc cannot have the enormous current densi-

ties that occur in short arcs. (It does not seem impossible that thermi-

onic emission may help to maintain an arc when the current is lower near

its end.) The high arc voltage at the beginning and end of an active arc

between heavily carbonized surfaces may be due to a dearth of positive

ions, requiring a higher apphcd field to maintain the field emission. In

any case, it is fike the higher arc voltage of carbon which we do not under-

stand. When the higher arc voltage is not detected, the vaporization of

metal must be profuse, and only when vaporization is reduced, as it is

when the current is very smaU near the beginning and end of an arc at

the discharge of a capacitor into an inductive circuit, is the higher arc

voltage observed. On rare occasions heavily carbonized surfaces show

. a suddenly enhanced arc voltage for a short interval near the middle of

an arc. That this should occur very much less often than at the beginning

or end of an arc is understandable.

The observation that tlie arc voltage sometimes becomes high near

the end of an arc suggests strongly that an active arc is moving con-

tinually during its life. Only wlieii the current is insufficient to vaporize

carbon and underlying metal freely, and thus to maintain the large ion
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density necessary for the low voltage field emission arc, does one observe
the high and erratic arc voltage characteristic of carbon

.

2.3 Minimum Arc Current

Values of minimum arc current for carbon electrodes have already

been published. They are of the order of 0.02 to 0.06 ampere and agree

fairly well with measurements of minimum arc current for very active

metal contacts (Reference 2, Table V). The very low value of the mini-

mum arc current for carbon, either in solid form or dispensed upon the

surfaces of active contacts, is related to the low electrical and thermal

conductivities of carbon. These low conductivities permit explosion of

carbon particles on the cathode by currents too small to vaporize any
metal. It has ah'eady been pointed out that it is this very low value of

minimum arc current which accounts for the greatly enhanced energy
that is dissipated at active relay contacts.

From the low value of minimum arc current for active surfaces, one
concludes that near its end an active arc is always located at a fresh

point on the electrode surfaces, one from which carbon was not burned
off earher in the life of the arc. It had already been concluded from oc-

casional high values of arc voltage near the end of an active arc that

this is sometimes true, but the minimum arc current values extend this

earlier conclusion to indicate that it is always so. An active arc cannot
remain in a fixed position as does an inactive anode arc (For example,

Reference 4, Fig. 1). The implication is thus suggested that any arc

between active palladium contacts is a cathode arc. Further presumptive
evidence for this is, of course, fm'nished by the very much greater elec-

trode separation in the case of active arcs; it is well known^^ that large

distances favor cathode arcs, because at great distances the anode cannot

be efficiently heated by electron bombardment.
The interpretation of minimum arc current of active cathode arcs to

which we have been led can be written down in words, but we have not

succeeded in any quantitative formulation. It is well known that every

cathode arc is made up of a great number of small arcs moving continu-

ally over the electrode surfaces and exploding one point, or one particle

after another on the cathode.^' ^ In the case of an active arc, the end
comes when the current gets so low that it will no longer explode a car-

bon particle, or when no suitable particles are available.* The much
* This is a necessary criterion for the end of an active arc only in the case of

very short arcs. For electrodes that are being pulled apart to break a current larger
than the minimum arc current, an arc will, of course, finally fail because of the
great electrode separation, even though the current is above the minimum arc
current, as in the final failure of the arc in the oscilloscope trace of Fig. 1(b). For
inactive anode arcs the minimum arc current arises in a quite different way and
has been interpreted in fairly satisfactory quantitative fashion.'*
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higher minimum arc currents for cathode arcs at clean surfaces is attrib-

uted to the higher thermal and electrical conductivities of metals and to

the absence of loose material making poor contact with the surface.

This picture is supported by the observation that metal contacts are

made temporarily active by almost any kind of loose surface particles

of very small size (Reference 2, Page 961).

2.4 Erosion
"

- •

S4{d) Palladium and Platinum. Further evidence that an active arc at

palladium or platinum surfaces is always a cathode arc is furnished by

the fact that the cathode loses much more metal in an active palladium

arc than does the anode. (See also Reference 4, Table I).

The direct way of proving that an active arc at palladium or platinum

surfaces is a cathode arc would, of course, be microscopic examination

of the contact surfaces after a single arc. This is not practicable because

surfaces become active only after repeated arcs, but one can do what is

apparently quite equivalent by looking at the damage done by a single

arc to surfaces on which small carbon particles have been dusted. Ex-

periments by Haworth do indeed prove that arcs at such surfaces are

cathode arcs, even at the low striking potential of 50 volts, and when

the maximum diameter of the carbon particle is only 1 X lO"'* cm. Fig.

7(b) is typical of many examinations by Haworth of palladium cathodes

after a single arc at surfaces upon which carbon particles had been de-

posited. The striking potential was 50 volts and the capacitance that

was discharged was C = IQ-^ /, so that the energy C(Fo - v)v was 50

ergs. For comparison, photographs are reproduced in Figs. 7(a) and

^'^,^-1^%
\

i

Fig 7 _ Photomicrographs of palladium cathode surfaces after single cathode

arcs. The photograph of (b) was obtained after a 50 erg arc with 50 volt striking

potential at a surface upon which carbon particles haa been deposited. 1 his sort

of cathode damage was observed for all of the different sizes of carbon particles

which were tested, even for the smallest having diameters of only lO"* cm Ihe

comparison photographs (a) and (c) represent the damage done respectively by

40 erg and 80 erg arcs to palladium surfaces without carbon particles, each arc

at the striking potential of 400 volts.
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7(c) which show clean palladium cathodes after constant current cathode

arcs of 4 amperes lasting, respectively, for 0.072 microsecond and for

0.14 microsecond. The striking potential in each of these arcs was 400
volts, the total arc energy being 40 ergs and 80 ergs. The three photo-

graphs of Figs. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) represent then the markings made on
the cathode by arcs of 40, 50 and 80 ergs respectively. The voltage of

400 was chosen for the two comparison photographs of Figs. 7(a) and
7(c) because this is above the minimum air breakdown potential, and
arcs on closure at striking potentials above this value are known to be
always cathode arcs (Reference 4, Fig. 4).

Cathode markings such as those of Fig. 7(b) are occasionally pro-

duced by arcs at 50 volts on relatively clean palladium surfaces. In gen-

eral, however, an arc at this low striking potential between clean surfaces

is an anode arc, leaving a single well defined pit on the anode, and on the

cathode, a single roughened area with considerable metal spattered over

from the anode (Reference 9, Fig. 6). While a cathode arc, making on
the cathode the type of markings shown in Fig. 7, is rather rare between

clean palladium surfaces at a striking voltage as low as 50 (Reference 4,

Fig. 4) it is the usual kind of arc between surfaces upon which carbon

particles have been dusted, and by implication, it is the sort of arc that

occurs between active surfaces. That this arc should cause loss of metal

from the eathodo is clear from the photographs of Fig. 7, and from the

fact that the damage done to the anode sometimes cannot be detected

and is always rather slight.*'" Between clean surfaces, this sort of arc

occurs more frequently ,,at higher striking voltages, and invariably on
closure when the potential is above the minimum breakdo^vn potential

for air. It is the greater striking distance that favors the cathode type

of arc, and for active arcs also it is just this enhanced electrode separa-

tion, resulting from carbon particles, which can be thought of as the

reason for the arc being of this type. There is obviously a critical distance

above which arcs arc of the catliode type, and for palladium electrodes

this critical distance is less than 1 X 10"^ cm. Earlier experiments can
be used to define this critical distance better. From the data of Fig. 8 of

Reference 4 it appears that this distance for palladium is about 0.5 X
10-'' cm.

Markings made on the cathode by a single arc between active pal-

ladium surfaces are doubtless not easily distinguishable from those re-

sulting from a single arc that has been constrained to be of the cathode

type only by a high striking potential and the resulting great electrode

separation. Nevertheless, when many times repeated, the over-all results

* See the footnote relating to Fig. 3, see page 776.
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of cathode arcs between active surfaces, and of cathode arcs between

inactive surfaces, are markedly different, as has been pointed out earlier.

The fact that erosion by inactive, or clean-surface, arcs takes the

form of a mound on one electrode and a crater in the other means simply

that successive arcs tend to occur at the same place on the electrode

surfaces. This is because each arc must occur where the electric field

between approaching electrodes is highest, and the roughening from one

arc will be the site of the highest field before the next discharge occurs.

With carbon particles on the surface, the situation is different. In

the case of active cathode arcs, the electric field between approaching

electrodes is highest at a point where a group of carbon particles, perhaps

pulled up by electrostatic forces, closes a large part of the electrode gap,

and an arc must necessarily strike at such carbon particles. In the ac-

tivating process, carbon is always being formed by an arc, but only at

its periphery; at the hottest parts of the arc, carbon which was formed

earher, is completely removed. Not only does each arc move during its

lifetime, continually searching out new carbon which was formed earlier,

but a later arc will not strike at a point from which carbon was just

cleaned by an earher arc. This restless movement from pomt to point

results finally in erosion that spreads over the surface in a way which is

likely to be statistically uniform.

24(b) Silver and Gold. Although the character of the erosion at silver

(and gold) surfaces, and also its magnitude, are drastically altered by

activation, Section 1.4(b), the "direction" of the erosion is still in most

cases that characteristic of anode arcs. The predominant loss of metal

on closure is usuallyfrom the anode for active silver electrodes at voltages

too low for air breakdown, just as it is for inactive silver electrodes at

low striking voltages. This is in marked contrast to the behavior of pal-

ladium surfaces when they become active; for active palladium surfaces,

loss of metal is always chiefly from the cathode. The behavior of silver

leads naturaUy to the hypothesis that even when the surfaces are active

arcs at low striking voltages are anode arcs, as they are when the surfaces

are inactive.

This hypothesis has been subjected to test by F. E. Haworth by the

same method used in the case of paUadium surfaces. Small carbon parti-

cles were dusted on a pohshed silver surface, and the surface was ex-

amined microscopically after it had been subjected to a single arc under

the circuit conditions used in similar tests at palladium surfaces. When

the maximum particle diameter was 5 X lO"* cm, it was found from

the microscopic examination that all arcs were of the cathode type (see,

for example, Fig. 7), but when the maximum diameter was 2.5 X 1(>~*
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cm all arcs were of the anode type with the characteristic pit on the

anode and a roughened spatter of metal on the cathode. It is clear from

these tests that active arcs at silver surfaces are of the anode type if the

layer of carbonaceous material responsible for activation is not heavy

enough to permit an arc to strike at a separation greater than 2.5 X 10~*

cm, but that they arc of the cathode type when the layer is sufficiently

thick to permit arcs at 5 X 10"'' cm. The electrode separation at which

an arc takes place determines the character of the arc* The critical

distance for silver surfaces lies between 2.5 and 5 X 10~^ cm. Erosion

at active silver surfaces on closure must be predominantly from the

anode unless the layer of activating carbonaceous material is so heavy

that arcs strike when the electrode separation is greater than 2.5 X 10~*

cm.

After long continued operation at very high pressures of activating

vapor it is sometimes, but not always, found that arcs on closure result

in erosion that is chiefly from the cathode. The conclusion drawn from

these measurements is that the striking distance at active surfaces on

closure at low voltages can sometimes, with considerable difficulty, be

made greater than 2.5 X 10^'' cm. Unless great pains are taken to keep

surfaces very heavily carbonized, the striking distance on closure at

active surfaces at low voltages is of the order of 2.5 X 10~* cm or less.

On closure at voltages that give air breakdown, the erosion of silver is

predominantly from the cathode whether the surfaces are acti\'e or

inactive, because the minimum distance for air breakdoT\'n (15 X 10~*

cm) is much above the critical distance for silver.

On breaking active silver contacts in an inductive circuit, erosion is

chiefly from the anode unless the arc lasts long enough for the electrode

separation to exceed the critical distance of 3 or 4 X 10~^ cm. During

the time an arc persists at distances greater than this, the loss is pre-

dominantly from the cathode. For velocities typical of a U-type relay,

the critical distance may be reached in 10 or 20 microseconds, and equal

erosion may be attained in a time of the order of 40 microseconds. If

the partial pressure of activating vapor is very high and the surfaces

unusually heavily cai'bonized, much of the eroded metal will be lost.

Under more usual conditions of lower vapor pressures, most of the eroded

metal is transferred to the opposite electrode. Thus there may be a criti-

cal arc duration for which the erosion of each silver electrode is nearly

* Similar tests were carried out upon polished gold surfaces upon which sparse
layers of carbon particles had been dusted. For particles of maximum diameter
2.5 X 10-* cm all arcs were found bj' microscopic examination of the electrodes
to be anode arcs, and for particles in the range of diameters from 4 to 5 X lO"*
cm all arcs were found to be of the cathode type. These results are identical with
those found for silver.
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zero, and for an arc lasting longer than this time, there may be cathode

loss and actual net gain by the anode. No such balancing effect is possible

for palladium.

24{c) Anode Arcs and Cathode Arcs. The model of an active cathode

arc to whicTi we have been led seems fairly clear and rather well estab-

lished, but the model of an active anode arc is more poorly defined. From

electron micrographs of the damage done to the cathode by an arc of

the cathode type {Reference 4, Fig. 3), it is kno^vn that an arc of this

type is intermittent, striking over and over again. In an active arc of the

cathode type, a carbon particle on the cathode is blown up each time

the arc strikes, but always there is metal vaporized from the cathode at

the site of the particle and the amount of vaporized cathode metal is

greater than the amount of vaporized carbon, so that the arc is an arc

in metal vapor.

We know less of an active anode arc, and it may well be that some

experiments described above seem to imply a model which is not con-

sistent with other observations. The facts that we know are, that at a

lightly carbonized silver surface an arc strikes at an electrode separation

much greater than the separation at which it would strike if there were

no surface carbon, that the resulting arc produces loss of metal pre-

dominantly from the anode, and finally that the minimum arc current

is very low. The arc is a true anode arc by our implied definition of such

an arc, yet it is certainly an active arc. When the arc current is high, a

crater is being produced on the anode as in the case of an inactive anode

arc, and also in the case of an active anode arc at a surface on which a

few carbon particles of diameters not greater than 2.5 X lO"* cm have

been dusted. When the current becomes too low, or is too long sustained,

one presumes that the arc is extinguished as in the case of inactive anode

arcs." It may then restrike at another carbon particle. One speculates

that an anode arc is intermittent when the arc current is very low, being

initiated over and over again as are cathode arcs throughout their lives.

A carbon particle is exploded repeatedly on the cathode. Yet, because

the separation is less than the critical distance, at each re-ignition of

the arc, metal vapor is derived from the anode rather than from the

cathode, and possibly the over-all anode erosion results in a single anode

pit produced when the current was sufficiently high, plus an array of

very small anode pits formed while the current was small and intermit-

tent. This model must be regarded as a plausible speculation without

support in direct observation. The existence of the active anode arc is

well established although the course of such an arc is speculative.

Some insight into the reason for the existence of a critical electrode
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separatio]!, determining whether an arc is of the anode type or of the

cathode type, can be obtained from a simplified picture of the evapora-

tion of metal in an arc. One assumes a field emission arc just being estab-

lished between a cathode point and the anode surface, the initial ions

being supplied by oxygen and nitrogen of the air with as yet no metal

vaporization. The electrons from the point are assumed to travel in

straight lines to the anode and cover uniformly an area ir{L tan d)- where

L is the electrode separation. If i is the total electron current and v the

arc voltage, the power density on the anode is w/ir(L tan dY, decreasing

with increasing separation. A lower Hrait for the power put into the

cathode point is (p/d)i^ where d is the diameter of the point and p the

resistivity of the cathode metal. Whether the anode begins to vaporize

before the cathode, or vice versa, is determined in some way by the ratio

of these quantities BUp/d, where parameters unimportant for the present

discussion are grouped together in B. For Up/d greater than some critical

value, we shall have cathode evaporation and an ensuing cathode arc,

but for L'p/d less than this value, the anode will begin to evaporate first

with a resulting anode arc.

The resistivity that probably counts is the resistivity at the melting

point. At the temperature of melting, the resistivity of palladium is nine

times greater than that of silver. Thus one can expect from this simple

model that the critical distance which determines whether an arc is of

the cathode or anode type will be three times greater for silver than for

palladium. If a silver point is less sharp than a palladium point, d greater

for silver than for palladium, as it may be because of the well known
property of silver atoms to migrate at room temperature, the factor will

be greater than this value of three. Now we have the experimental esti-

mate of 0.5 X 10"* cm for the critical distance for palladium. This simple

theory predicts that the critical distance for silver shall be greater than

this by a factor of three, or perhaps more. The experimental critical

distance for silver is between 2.5 and 5 X 10~* cm.

Quantitative measures of the erosion of contacts of palladium and of

silver, which were given in Section 1.4, are collected in Table II for ready

reference.

From additional experiments, not reported in Section 1.4, it is known
that these \'alues of transfer apply approximately for potentials both

above and below the minimum breakdown potential for air. Not all

types of arcs occur, however, for both palladium and silver at potentials

above and below the minimum breakdown potential. At potentials that

give air breakdown, all arcs on closure are of the cathode type for both

metals whether active or inactive. At potentials that do not give air
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Table II— Loss or Gain of Metal from Arcing for

Palladium or Silver

(in units of 10-" cc per erg)

Inactive Arcs
Anode Type . .

.

Cathode Type.
Active Arcs
Anode Type. .

.

Cathode Type,

Cathode

4 gain
1 loss

(loss)

4 losst

Anode

4 loss

1 gain

10 loss*

(loss)

mound and pit

mound and pit

smooth erosion
smooth erosion

* This high figure refers to arcs on closure at very heavily carbonized surfaces;

for lightly carbonized silver surfaces the anode loss is leas and most of the metal

is transferred to the cathode.

t This figure refers to arcs at closure of palladium surfaces. The rate of cathode

loss at break of palladium surfaces is significantly less, as pointed out in Section

1.4(a}; and in cathode arcs at active silver surfaces the rate of loss is still less.

Table III— Occurrence of Different Types of Arcs

Inactive Arcs
Anode Type. . .

Cathode Type.
Active Arcs
Anode Type. .

.

Cathode Type.

Below Air Breakdown

Palladium, Silver
Palladium Only

Silver Only
Palladium, Silver

Air Breakdown

No*
Palladium, Silver

No*
Palladium, Silver

* This applies to ares at closure. Between separating electrodes, air break-

down often occurs when the electrodes are too close together for air break-

down over the shortest path. Under such conditions, arcs between silver surfaces,

which are initiated by air breakdown, can become anode arcs, and the transfer

resulting from such arcs gives dominant anode erosion.

breakdown, all inactive arcs at silver surfaces are of the anode type, and

active arcs of the anode type occur for silver only. These facts are tabu-

lated for reference in Table III. All of them are at once predictable from

the values of the critical distances for palladium and silver, and from

knowledge of the way in which breakdown distance is changed by activa-

tion.*

* The difference between the transfer behavior of palladium and silver elec-

trodes in the active condition suggested to R. H. Gumley that the damaging ef-

fects of activation can be greatly reduced by constructing a relay with negative

contacts of silver and positive contacts of palladium. He tried out this idea and

found it to be effective. In the absence of activating vapor, a relay in which the

negative contacts are silver and the positive contacts palladium has no merit

over a relay in which all contacts are palladium, but when vapor is present, the

erosion can, under some circumstances, be much reduced by replacing the nega-

tive palladium contacts by silver contacts.
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The sort of erosion produced by the different types of arcs is shown
in the somewhat conventionalized sketches of Fig. 8. These sketches

represent cross-sections of the square mating areas (about 1.3 mm on a

side) of heavy type U relay palladium contacts. The contact contours

are drawn to scale after the metal transfer resulting from repeated arcs

with a total energy of 10^ ergs, using the values of Table II to convert

this energy inJ;o volumes of metal. The mounds and pits produced by
inactive anode arcs and by inactive cathode arcs are assumed to be

spherical segments, each having a lieight equal to half its radius. The
smooth erosion resulting from active arcs would have depths which do
not show up at all on the scale of this figure. For each electrode in each

of the four cases, the erosion is less than 2 per cent of the total volume
of the metal of the contact, and represents a fairly early stage in the ex-

pected contact life. The electrode separations at which arcs occur corre-

spond respectively to fields of 8 X lO'', 4 X 10" and 0.5 X 10^ volts/cm.

The striking voltage is assumed to be 50 and the separations are drawn

-ANODE

INACTIVE
ANODE ARCS

INACTrVE
CATHODE ARCS

ACTIVE
ARCS

Fig. 8 — Erosion produced by anode arcs at clean surfaces, by inactive cathode
arcs and by active arcs of either type, tlie total energy in each case being 10?
ergs. The electrode separations at which these arcs strike correspond to 50 volts
and are represented liere on a greatly expanded scale.
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to a scale 200 times greater than the scale of the electrodes. For poten-

tials that give air breakdo\vn, the scale of separation would be changed

by large factors.

The sketches of Fig. 8 are of assistance in understanding some of the

qualitative erosion differences observed in the four types of arcs (Ta-

ble II). All of the metal lost from one of the electrodes in an inactive arc

of either type comes from the surface of a pit, and from the figure it

seems clear that all of it must obviously be intercepted by the other

electrode because there is no way for it to escape. This is true even for

the case of air breakdown where the electrode separation is much greater

('--'15 X 10~^ cm). But for active arcs some of the metal coming from

each electrode is permanently lost and not transferred to the other side,

even though the separation is much less than it is for the case of air

breakdown. The permanent loss of metal in the case of active arcs is

due to the presence of carbon. When there is carbon on the surfaces, the

metal simply does not stick. Chemical analyses have been made of the

black powder produced by active cathode arcs at palladium surfaces,

and these analyses show palladium metal as well as carbon. The pal-

ladium metal lost from the electrodes turns up in this black powder

rather than at new locations on the electrodes.

At palladium surfaces, the net loss amounts to most of the eroded

metal, but at silver surfaces, most of the metal is transferred. This differ-

ence is related to the amount of carbon left on the surfaces. Carbon is

found much more abundantly on palladium than on silver, which ac-

counts for the failure of eroded metal to stick to palladium. The greater

net carbon production on palladium is due to the low efficiency of cathode

arcs (at active palladium surfaces) in burning carbon; the anode arcs,

which occur in general at active silver surfaces, are more effective in

burning off carbon. It is to be presumed that the amount of organic

vapor decomposed per imit of energy at a silver surface is not so very

much less than that decomposed at a palladium surface, even though

the net carbon left on the surface is tremendously less in the case of silver.

3. RECAPITULATION

We are ready now to state briefly some of the conclusions about active

arcs which have been developed above. All of the observations refer to

contacts of palladium or of silver. Less extensive tests upon platinum

and upon gold have indicated that platinum behaves the same as pal-

ladium, and gold the same as silver.

An active arc is an arc that strikes between one electrode and car-
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bonaceous material lying upon the other. If one calculates striking field

by dividing the potential by the separation between the metal electrodes,

a very low value is obtained, but this is the field at which electrostatic

forces cause movement of carbon particles to decrease the separation;

the true field at which the arc finally strikes between carbonaceous mate-

rial and the opposing electrode is not significantly lower than the striking

field for arcs at clean surfaces. Some or all of the local carbonaceous

material is burned up by the arc, and metal vaporized from one of the

electrodes is soon fed into the arc so that for most of its life the ions of

the arc are metal ions supplied by atoms from one or the other of the

electrodes. This is true for oven the most heavily carbonized electrodes.

There is a critical electrode separation, characteristic of the metal of

the electrodes, which determines whether the arc is an anode type of

arc with metal supplied by the anode or an arc of the cathode type with

metal supplied by the cathode. If the separation is greater than this

critical value the arc is a cathode arc, and less than this value an anode

arc. This critical distance is about 0.5 X 10~* cm for palladium electrodes

and of the order of 3 or 4 X 10~^ cm for electrodes of silver. The ratio

of these distances is somewhat greater than the ratio of the square roots

of the electrical conductivities of the metals at their melting points. The
critical distance for palladium^ is so small that all arcs at active palladium

surfaces are cathode arcs. For silver, on the other hand, the critical dis-

tance is so large that most arcs at low voltages at silver surfaces are

anode arcs. In any practical application of silver electrodes, the car-

bonaceous material formed is rarely or never in a sufficiently thick layer

to result in cathode arcs for closure at low voltages. In the case of sepa-

rating silver electrodes, an active arc may last until the electrode separa-

tion is beyond the critical distance for silver; the erosion occurring after

this distance is reached is predominantly from the cathode, and the

larger net loss may, on occasion, be from the cathode.

The erosion resulting from repeated arcing at active surfaces is differ-

ent in character from that produced by inactive arcs. Inactive arcs give

rise to a crater on one electrode and a matching mound on the other,

with most of the metal from the crater transferred to the mound. Active

arcs, on the other hand, produce smooth erosion without craters and

mounds, often with considerable net loss of metal which appears mixed

with carbon as a black powder. This smooth erosion is accounted for by

the striking of each new arc on carbon formed by preceding arcs, to-

gether with the burning off of carbon at the center of each arc and the

formation of new carbon around its periphery.
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Part II — Activating Carbon

4. COMPOSITION OF ACTIVATING POWDER AND RATE OF PRODUCTION

Experiments have been carried out designed to discover the chemical

composition of the carbonaceous material responsible for activation,

how much is made per unit of energy in an arc, and where it is made.

Now it has been pointed out above that the reason for the uniform erosion

in an active arc is the burning off of this black powder by arcs and the

consequent continual wandering of successive arcs always to neighboring

spots from which the powder has not been burned. This burning off of

black powder makes quantitative measurements in air of its rate of

formation quite impractical. Activation in vacuum avoids the destruc-

tion by burning, and makes possible direct measures of rate of forma-

tion; in these tests, the chemical composition of the powder can be found

also. All of the quantitative studies of activation in vacuum were made

by P. Kisliuk, but the results have not been previously pubhshed.

In Kisliuk's experiments two electrodes, which were of platinum, were

mounted in a glass chamber so they could be operated by the magnetic

field of a coil placed outside the chamber, in the manner of a dry reed

switch. The electric circuit was arranged to discharge on each closure a

capacitor charged to a fixed voltage, with no current flowing in the cir-

cuit as the platinum contacts are separated. Air was pumped out and

the contacts operated in benzene vapor at a constant rate, discharging

the capacitor a convenient number of times per minute. Every experi-

ment consisted of measuring the pressure in the system, from which

was deduced the rate of disappearance of benzene and the rate of evolu-

tion of hydrogen resulting from its decomposition, hydrogen being dis-

tinguished from benzene by freezing out the latter in liquid nitrogen.

The pressures were measured by an RCA thermocouple gauge (1946)

which was shown in control tests not to produce benzene decomposition.

The benzene, which had been distilled repeatedly to remove water vapor,

was used at initial pressures not to exceed 10"^ mm Hg determined by

a dry ice-acetone bath. The experimental arrangement is shown in

Fig. 9.

4.1 Composition

In the first experiments mth this system it was found, as had been

expected, that with continued operation of the contacts in benzene vapor,

the pressure rose steadily, although benzene continued to disappear.

The pressure changes corresponded to the evolution of 3.2 =b 0.6 mole-

cules of H2 for each vanishing molecule of benzene, agreeing well with
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the theoretical value of 3 for complete decomposition of benzene into

carbon and hydrogen. The conclusion from this experiment is that the

organic material in the black activating powder is just carbon. The pre-

cision allows one to say that, if there is any hydrogen at all left in the

black powder, it does not exceed 2 hydrogen atoms for every 15 carbon

atoms.

4.2 Rate of Production

In experiments in which the energy in individual arcs was varied, by
using different capacitors in the range from 610 fifii to 40,000 MMf and
by using the two potentials 58 volts and 232 volts, it was found that a

particular arc energy gives the same carbon formation per erg whether

the striking voltage is 232 or 58, from which one deduces that formation

of carbon depends upon energy rather than upon capacitance or voltage

separately. The amount of carbon formed per individual arc increases

with the energy of the arc but not so fast as linearly. The experimental

values M of amount of carbon formed can be related to arc energy E by
the empirical formula M = KE"^'^, over the range studied from 5 ergs to

1,250 ergs. A tentative explanation of this f power relation is given in

the next section.

Starting with clean electrodes and measuring the total amount of

carbon formed as a function of number of arcs, it was found that the

rate of production of carbon is initially low but increases with time, soon

RCA 1946
>• THERMOCOUPLE

GAUGE

^l^d
Pt BUTTONS IN

' MASNETrC REEDS

DRY ICE-
ACETONE BATH

'-VOLUME usee

COLD TRAP FOR
FREEZING BENZENE
DURING MEASUREMENT
OF Hj PRESSURE

Fig. n — Diagram of apparatus used by P. Kisliuk in quantitative measure-
ments of the decomposition of benzene vapor at arcing contacts.
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becoming constant. One such set of measurements is plotted as Fig. 10.

In tills experiment tiie striking voltage was 232 and the energy in each

arc 1,250 ergs. The final slope of the curve of Fig. 10 corresponds to the

production of 4.5 X 10"" gm of carbon per arc— 3.5 X lO"'^ gm/erg,

1.8 X 10^ atoms/erg -- which is 0.04 carbon atom for every electron

flowing in the arc, or the decomposition of 3.7 X 10" benzene molecules

per arc, 3 X 10^ molecules per erg, or 70 X 10"* molecule per electron.

The lower slope, before the break in the curve, represents the decompo-

sition of 1.1 X 10" molecules of benzene per arc, or the production of

5 X 10^ carbon atoms per erg. ^ .:

From continuous oscilloscopic observations it was found that the

contacts were Inactive up to the pomt where the slope of the curve in-

creased. Here they were slightly active, and beyond this point they were

fully active, exhibiting the usual apparent low striking field and low

minimum arc current. The amount of carbon required to make the con-

tacts fully active was about 5 X IQ-^ gm (2.5 X lO^^ atoms) which, if it

were in a single spherical speck, would have a diameter of 3.5 X 10~^

cm. Such a speck can be seen quite easily with the naked eye, although

an actual deposit of this volume probably could not be seen without a

microscope because of its dispersed state.

6. SURFACE ADSORPTION

5.1 Benzene Molecules on Contact Surfaces

In an early experiment, the rate of formation of carbon (from meas-

ured rate of evolution of Ha) had been found to be independent of ben-

zene pressure down to the lowest pressure tested, which was of the order

of 10^^ mm Hg. For this reason it was unnecessary to mention absolute

pressures in describing the above tests. This lack of dependence on pres-

sure suggests strongly that benzene had been adsorbed on the electrode

surfaces and decomposed there, rather than in the space between the

electrodes, and that the lowest pressure tested was sufficiently high to

keep the surfaces completely covered. This tentative conclusion is con-

firmed by other considerations given below.

At the pressure of lO"'* mm Hg and an electrode separation of 10"*

cm, one calculates that only one electron in 3 X 10^ can collide with a

benzene molecule in the space between the electrodes in the experiment

of Fig. 10. The discrepancy between the measured decomposition (70 X
10""* benzene molecule per electron) and the possible frequency of col-

lision (0.3 X 10"*) is proof that most of the carbon responsible for activa-

tion comes from benzene adsorbed on electrode surfaces rather than

from molecules in the space between them.
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One gets some insight into the adsorbed films responsible -for activa-

tion from estimates of the cross-section of an arc and of the amount of

benzene adsorbed in a monolayer over an area of this size. A reasonable

estimate of the number of molecules in a monolayer of benzene is 7 X
10" cm-'' (Ref. 16), or 14 X 10" cm-^ taking into account the itwo

electrodes. Estimates of cross-sectional size have been published for

anode arcs, but for cathode arcs the areas are quite different. SinCe all

of the arcs after a surface has become active are certainly cathode arcs,

our first concern is with the cross-sectional areas of cathode arcs. It;has

been observed that the over-all area of the cathode markings made by
inactive cathode arcs increases somewhat less rapidly than hnearly with

total arc energy, and seems to be independent of arc current and arc

duration except as they influence the total energy. In one series of ex-

periments, the areas observed (Ref. 10) for low energy arcs corresponded

to somewhat less than 10' ergs/cm-, and to somewhat more than this

value for high energy arcs. Assuming for an average value 10' ergs/cm^,

we obtain 1.2 X 10~^ cm^ for the area of the arcs of the curve of Fig. 10,*

This area should have adsorbed on it 1.7 X 10" benzene molecules. The
observed rate of decomposition is 3.0 X 10^ benzene molecules per erg

or 3.7 X 10" molecules per arc. Looking at photographs such as those

of Fig. 7, one does not feel at all confident that all of the surface in the

over-all area of the arc ever became hot enough to decompose benzene.

If all of it did become hot enough, the surface must, on the average, have
been covered by 2 layers of molecules, and if all of the surface did not

become sufficiently hot, by more than two layers. For lower energy arcs,

when the number of benzene molecules decomposed per erg is appreci-

ably greater, it is natural to assume that the surface must, on the aver-

age, be covered by a sthl deeper layer of benzene. At least part of the

difference between the estimated thicknesses of the layers of benzene

molecules for high energy arcs and for low energy arcs can, however,

be attributed to the fact that the energy per square centimeter increases

with increasing energy, 10' ergs/cm- being only an average value. The
data indicate only that the adsorbed benzene layer is several (greater

than 2) molecules thick.

The observed expression M = KE^'^ of the above section, relating

amount of carbon formed M to total arc energy E, can be accounted for

if, in the particular experiment in which this relation was found, the

over-all arc area increased with the f power of the energy. In various tests

* One should note that the energy density measurements were made upon clean
surface or inactive cathode ares, but are being applied here to active cathode arcs.
Some justification for this is afforded by the fact that the active 50 erg cathode
arc of Fig. 7(b) had an over-all area of about 3 X lO"" cm^ giving for the energy
density 1.5 X 10' ergs/cm^.
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it has been noted that area increases less rapidly than linearly with

energy, but it is certain that no universal rule applies in all cases; for

example, by restricting the total electrode area, the over-all arc area can

be forced to be constant independent of energy.^" One can conclude only

that all of the facts are accounted for by a benzene layer several mole-

cules thick on the electrode surfaces with decomposition by each arc of

all of the benzene within its over-all area.

We are now in a position to consider the much lower rate of decompo-

sition of benzene during the initial period before the electrodes became

active. In Fig. 10, this lower initial rate is 1.1 X 10" molecules per arc.

This is somewhat less than the number of molecules calculated to lie in

a monolayer on the surface covered by an arc. The area used in this cal-

culation was that of a cathode arc, but it is well known that before con-

tacts become active a large proportion of the arcs are anode arcs which

have smaller areas (Reference 9, page 1088). The estimated area may,

however, be about correct because in the case of an anode arc, carbon

is decomposed by heat over an area larger than that of the arc itself.

Within the precision of the estimates we are able to make, it can be

said that for inactive contacts operating in benzene vapor each arc de-

composes a single layer of adsorbed molecules of benzene. After the

contacts become active, the amount decomposed by each arc is greater

and is the equivalent of several layers of molecules. It was surmised long

ago that much of the vapor adsorbed on active contacts is held by carbon

already on the surface rather than by the surface metal. The increased

15 20 25 30

THOUSANDS OF OPERATIONS

Fig_ 10 — Measurements by P. Kisliuk of the amount of carbon formed at arc-

ing platinum contacts, each arc 1,250 erga. The final slope represents the produc-

tion of 3.5 X 10"" gm of carbon per erg of are energy, or one benzene molecule

decomposed for every 150 electrons flowing in the arc.
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Table IV— Benzene Decomposition in Active and
Inactive Arcs

Measurements

Carbon required for full activity 1

Carbon formed in active arcs 2

Ciirbon formed iu iiuvrtive arcs 3
Benzene decomposed in active 4

arcs

1250 erg arcs (232 volts)

2,5 X 10'6 atoms
l.S X 10' atoms/erg
5 X 10^ atoms/erg
3.0 X 108 molecules/

erg
70 X 10-* molecule

per electron

IS erg arcs (58 volts)

No data
7 X 10" atoms/erg
No data
13 X 108 molecules/
erg

300 X 10-* molecule
per electron

Calculations

Absorbed benzene in a mono- 6 14 X 10'* molecules 14 X 10'* moleculeB
layer (Ref. 16) per cm- per cm^

Benzene molecules struck in 7 0.3 X 10-* molecule 0.03 X 10-' molecule
space (Compare lines 5 & 7) per electron at 10-^ per electron at 10-"

mm Hg mm Hg
Active Arcs

Arc area at 10' ergs/cm' 8 1.2 X 10-*cm2 0.015 X 10-* cm^
Number of molecules in one 9 1.7 X 10'> molecules 0.02 X 10" molecules
monolayer on arc area

Decomposed per arc (from 10 3.7 X lO'i molecules 0.2 X 10" molecules
line 4) of benzene of benzene

Effective* thickness of adsorbed 11 2.2 molecules 10 molecules
layer on basis of 10' ergs/cm*

Inactive Arcs
Arc area 12 <1.2 X 10-* cm=
Number of molecules in one 13 <1.7 X 10" mole-
monolayer on arc area cules

Decomposed per arc (from 14 1.1 X 10" molecules No data
line 3)

Thickness of adsorbed layer 15 1 molecule No data

* The benzene is probably adsorbed on spongy carbon of much greater true
area.

adsorption for contacts already active is doubtless due to the greater

surface area resulting from the presence of this carbon.

Many of the numerical vahies considered here are collected in Table IV
for ready reference. These data refer to arcs at platinum surfaces. It is

our present opinion that the amount of carbon formed at silver surfaces

in similar experiments would be found to be only slightly smaller per

unit of energy, although unfortunately no experiments were carried out

upon silver.

.5.2 fnhihiling Surface Films

One (concludes from the above experiments that activation l>y benzene

vapor is the result oF firm adsorption of lienzcne molecules on tlie elec-
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tiode surfaces, with heat producing decomposition into carbon and

hydrogen rather than evaporation of undamaged molecules. Surface

films prevent such strong adsorption, and metals with surfaces that are

normally covered by oxide films cannot be activated.

In some very recent experiments in extremely high vacuum, P. Kis-

liuk has found'^ that benzene molecules are strongly adsorbed upon a

tungsten surface that is perfectly clean, but if there is on the surface just

one single layer of oxygen molecules, benzene molecules are not ad-

sorbed. M. M. Atalla has reported (Reference 5, page 1090), on the

other hand, that tungsten (and nickel also) can be activated if the pres-

sure of air is as low as 10"* mm Hg. It seems probable that arcs at op-

erating contacts remove adsorbed oxygen temporarily, and at sufficiently

low air pressures this may be replaced in part by organic molecules rather

than by oxygen.

Even at palladium surfaces, some cleaning by arcs seems to be neces-

sary before benzene molecules can be adsorbed. This conclusion is reached

in unpublished adsorption experiments carried out by W. S. Boyle upon

palladium surfaces in air containing benzene vapor. In this work, two

optically flat palladium surfaces are separated by an exceedingly small

distance to make an electrical capacitor. With a very sensitive capaci-

tance bridge, one can detect the change in capacity that would be

produced by the adsorption on the palladium surfaces of even a small

fraction of a monolayer of benzene molecules. In experiments carried

out with this equipment it was found that benzene molecules are not

adsorbed upon a palladium surface in air at atmospheric pressure. To

reconcile this conclusion with the well known facts of activation, it seems

necessary to conclude that even a palladium surface can adsorb benzene

molecules only after it has been partly cleaned by arcing.

6.3 Alloys

When a base metal is mixed with a noble metal, the result can be an

alloy which is activated less readily by organic vapors than would be

the noble metal constituent alone. In the curve of Fig. 11 is plotted the

number of operations required under a particular set of standard condi-

tions to activate a series of alloys of palladium and nickel. In air, nickel

itself cannot be ac^tivatcd at all. The amount of carbon formed from

benzene decomposition on the surface of a palladium-nic^kel alloy is

always less than the amount which would be formed under the same

conditions upon pure palladium. One docs not know whether benzene

is held less firmly on the alloy surface so that there is more hkelihood
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Fig. 11 — Resiataiu'P to activation of various alloj^s of nickel and palladium.

that a heated molecule will evaporate rather than decompose, or whether

there are just fewer sites on the surface which can take molecules.

G. ACTIVATION IN AIR

Electrical contacts arc not so readily activated liy organic vapors in

tiie presence of air as they are when air is absent. Air inhibits the acti-

vating process in at least three dilTercnt ways, and sometimes in a fourth

way. Those are:

1. Covering up the metal surface so that activating molecules cannot

he adsorbed upon it until some of it has been cleaned temporarily by

arcing.

2. Offering obstruction in the jjalh of organic molecules on their way
to an adsorption site on the metal, so that the molecules diffuse slowly

through air up to the surface, whereas in the absence of air, an adsorbed

film is formed much more (iui<'kly at the same pressure of the organic

vapor.
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3. Burning off in ea(^h arc some of the carbon formed on the surface

in preceding arcs.

4. Sputtering and hurtling off carl)oii from the catiiode in a glow dis-

charge, wlien such a discharge occurH.

The first of these effects of aii' has made itself evident in the experi-

ments of Kisliuk, Atalla and Boyle described above. It will not be dis-

cussed further. Observations and experiments have been made upon the

other three effects of air, and these will be described below. Burning off

of carbon in an arc is mentioned first because it can be most nearly sepa-

rated from other effects and studied individually.

6.1 Burning of Carbon

On a surface uniformly covered by organic molecules, carbon must

be burned off on the area covered by an arc, but new carbon can be

formed on an annular ring surrounding the arc where the metal tem-

perature is lower. As a consequence of this, whereas in the absence

of air contacts are activated very much more promptly by high enei-gy

arcs than by low energy arcs, in air the situation is less simple. The gen-

eral result of many experiments is that in air high energy arcs are less

efficient in producing activation than are low energy arcs. On the other

hand, arcs of extremely low energy are also quite ineffective. There seems

to be an optimum arc energy at which contacts can be activated most

promptly, w^hich may be of the order of 100 ergs. Activation can be ex-

pected to be most prompt when the difference between the area of the

arc and the area of the annular ring around the arc is a maximum.

The outer edge of this annular ring is the position on the metal surface

at which the maximum temperature just reaches the decomposition

temperature of adsorbed organic molecules, about BGCC for the case of

benzene. If the width of the ring is A and its inner radius R, eacb arc can

be assumed to burn carbon from an area irR^-, and to form new carbon

on an area ir[{R + A)- — 7?-l. Now A certainly increases with increasing

energy (being zero for zero energy), but on the simplifying assumption

that it is independent of energy, the difference area, which is

A = Tr[{R + ^y - 2R2] (1)

will be a maximum for that energy that makes R equal to A. It is in-

teresting to find the value R = Ri for a 100 erg arc, which is known to

be very efficient in producing activation, and then to estimate the max-

imum temperature reached at the outer edge of the annular ring for A =

Ri . The simple model predicts that this maximum temperature should

be 600°C. When the calculation is carried out hi rough fashion, the
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temperature is found to he of the order of liOO°C, rather than 600°C.

The correct order of magnitude gives support to the general ideas behind

ili(! theory.

According to thi.s very simple model, acti\'ation takes place most

promptly for arcs of 100 ergs energy, and for such arcs the net carbon

formed per arc corresponds to the benzene molecules adsorbed on the

area 'IirRi-, which is obtained from Eq. (1) by setting R = A = Ri .

In vacumn at the same energy, the carbon formed per arc would come

from benzene on the area 4x/^]-. Thus for 100 erg ar(;s activation will

occur almost as quickly in air as in vacuum, but for arcs of greater energy,

much more slowiy than in vacuum. Qualitative observation has con-

firmed this general conclusion.

That this picture is, however, over simplified in a fundamental man-

ner is clear from the effect of electrode contours upon ease of activation.

For flat electrodes, activation is very much more prompt when the sur-

faces make good contact over a large area than when misaligimient re-

sults in contact on a rather small area. Furthermore, flat contacts can

often be activated very promptly under conditions for which crossed

wires cannot be activated at all. (Reference 8, page 335). In a qualitative

way this is understood, but the inhibiting effect of restricted areas is not

amenable to quantitative consideration. This effect makes quite clear

that the model of an annular ring about an arc is too idealized to be of

much quantitative value.

One might expect that the burning off of carbon would l>e greatly

influenced by atmospheric conditions, and thus the ease of activation

would depend upon such conditions. This is indeed found to be the case

in experiments in which tlie aii- contains water as well as the activating

vapor. In unpublished experiments F. E. Haworth determined the num-
ber of operations required to activate contacts under a particular set of

standard conditions for a wide range of relative humidity. In the range

from 10 to 88 per cent relative humidity, the number of operations to

make contacts fully active increased exponentially from 1.4 X 10^ to

1.0 X lO**, and at relative humidities of 95, i)8 and 100 per cent, activa-

tion was not attained at all. Furthermore the process of activation could

be reversed by water vapor, and contacts that had been made fully active

in dry air containing an organic vapor were made completely inactive

by continued operation in the same vapor after the addition of water.

The effect of water in the.se experiments may have been due to covering

the surfaces so thoroughly witli water molecules that the activating

vapor could not be adsorbed, or to burning carbon by the water gas reac-

tion, C + HaO —* CO -|- H.. . The exponential relationship between num-
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ber of operations required to make contacts active and i-elative humidity

has no clear interpretation in our present wtiite of Ivnowledge.

(i.-z Diffumm of Activating Va-por

In ICisliuk's vacuum experiments the amount of carbon formed and

the degree of activation attained was independent of benzene vapor

pressure. This is not at all the case \^'hen acti\'ation is produced by op-

erating contacts in air. In fact, one of the earliest olsservations was a

minimum vapor pressure below whic^h contacts could not be activated

(Reference 2, Table I). In more careful later tests it was found that the

minimum vapor pressure is a function of rate of operation of the con-

tacts, the minimum pressure being actually proportional to the rate of

operation over a factor of 100 which \\'as the i-ange tested (Reference 8,

Fig. 2). Obstruction offered by air supplies the explanation of this rate

effect. Activation cannot occur if electrodes are separated between one

arc and the next for a time which is short in comparison with the time

required to cover the surface with one monolayer of organic molecules.

A rough order of magnitude calculation confirms this conclusion.

As an approximation, one assumes one dimensional diffusion to an

electrode surface from the space in front of it, with all molecules reaching

the surface sticking to it. Boundary conditions for the solution of the

diffusion equation, dC/di = D&'C/dx-, are then:

C = Co at i - for a: >

C = at x = for all values of /

The concentration of activating molecules in the space in front of the

electrode is then C = Co erf [x/2 {Dty'~\. The total number of molecules

to have reached the surface at any time ti is,

m
Jo OXJx^Q

expressed in molecules/cm-, when Co is given in molecules/cm^ We
are interested in the value of ti for which m is the number of molecules

in a monolayer, and the maximum rate of operation of contacts for ac-

tivation to occur can be expected to be comparable with

n - iti - 2Co^D/irm' = 8.1 X 10'^ D(p/my, (2)

where p is the partial pressure of activating vapor in mm Hg. The factor

^ in « = ^fi appears because diffusion to the surface can occur only when

the electrodes are separated, and it is assumed that they are separated

for half of the time.

The best data we have for testing this relation are represented by ex-
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periments upon activation in \apor of the organic compound fluorene.'

According to the observations, the critical rate of operation was found

to be proportional to the partial pressure of fluoreno rather than to its

square as in (2). This is a discrepancy which must be overlooked in our

present state of knowledge. To test (2) for fluorene at 20°C, we require

values of />, the dilTusion coeHicient of fluorene in air, p, the partial

pressure of fluorene at 20°C, and m, the numlior of adsorbed fluorene

molecules per cm^ of surface. The value oi D = 0.067 cmVsee. was ob-

tained from a linear relation between 1/7) and (molecular weight)"-,

which holds quite well for a number of organic compounds. The value

p = 0.04 mm Hg is the geometrical mean between 0.23 and 0.007 mm Hg,

respectively the vapor pressures of napthalene and anthracene at 20°C.

We have estimated in = 3.3 X 10'' molecules/em^, which is related to

the corresponding number for benzene, 7 X 10" in the inverse ratio

of the molecular weights.'^ These numerical values give from (2)

n = 0.75 operation /second

as the critical rate that will just permit one monolayer in the time the

contacts are separated. The observed critical rate for activation at 20°C

from Fig. 2 of Reference 8 is 3. The agreement is pretty good when the

crudeness of the model is considered.

(i.3 Sputtering and Burning in a Glow Discharge

If both arcs and glow discharges occur when electrical contacts are

operated in an atmosphere containing an activating organic vapor, the

activation of the contacts resulting from the arcs is inhibited by the

occurrences of the glow discharges.* This effect is sometimes very bene-

ficial in extending the life of telephone relay contacts. In fact a very

simple protective network, consisting only of an inductance of the order

of 10"'' henry placed very close to one of the contacts, has been devised

which, \mder some conditions, will increase the contact life by a factor

of about 10.

Quantitative measurements have been made of this inhibiting action

of a glow discharge, and from them it has been concluded that the effect

is attributable to sputtei'ing and burning of carbon in the discharge. In

making thes*! measurements, a pair of contacts was operated in an at-

mosphere containing limonene \'apor in such a way that arcs and glow

discharges occurred nKernately in controlled fashion. A charged capaci-

tor was discharged in an arc at each closure. By the use of an auxiliary

synchronized relay in sei'ios with (ine of the contacts, \\u\ circuit was

* It should lie pointed (nil iiu'idrntnlly tliiit :i fj'""* disfliiiruc in air can also

activate silvci' electrodes. H produces silver nitrite on their.surfaces,'" and silver

electrodes willi :i layer of nitrite are fullv active until the layer is burned off.
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changed periodically so that a glow discharge could be made to occur at

each contact break, or at every 6th, 60th, or 600th break. The glow cur-

rent was always 0.04 ampere lasting for a time that could be accurately

set by means of a synchronized shunt tube.

In all of the tests, the energy in each closure arc was 190 ergs. Meas-

urements were made at partial pressures of limonene of 0.05 and 1 mm
Hg. At the lower pressure it was found that the contacts remained inac-

tive indefinitely whenever the time of glow discharge on break was on

the average more than 0.25 microsecond for each closure arc, and activa-

tion would ultimately take place if the average glow time per closure

arc was less than this value. (At the limonene pressure of 1 mm Hg there

was a corresponding critical glow time of about 1 microsecond). The

obvious interpretation of these tests is that a glow discharge of 0.04

ampere lasting for 0.25 microsecond sputters and burns off as much

carbon as is made by an arc of 190 ergs under the conditions of the ex-

periment. To test this conclusion, one needs to know how much carbon

is produced by an arc of 190 ergs, and one needs to know the sputtering

rate of carbon in a normal glow in air at atmospheric pressure.

Measurements of the sputtering of carbon in a normal glow discharge

were undertaken by F. E. Haworth, since such data are not available

in published literature. Carbon and graphite electrodes were weighed

before and after a normal glow discharge of 0.006 ampere lasting for

various lengths of time. The loss of the carbon or graphite negative elec-

trode in nitrogen was found to amount to about 0.15 atom per ion of the

discharge. In air the loss was much greater, four times larger for graphite

and 15 times larger for carbon {2.3 carbon atoms/ion for carbon in air).

The increase in air was attributed to burning, and the difference between

carbon and graphite losses in air was believed to be due to smaller crystal

size and looser bonding in the carbon case.*

If we use the highest loss figure of 2.3 carbon atoms/ion we find that

a glow discharge of 0.04 ampere for 0.25 microsecond should remove

14 X 10^" carbon atoms. From Table IV, one finds that a 190 erg inactive

arc in activating benzene vapor produces 9.5 X 10'" carbon atoms in the

absence of air (line 3), and an active arc produces 34 X 10'" carbon

atoms (line 2).t The net carbon which is left after each arc in air is, of

course, considerably less than it would be in the absence of air (Section

6.1), but the order of magnitude agreement between these mmierical

* The apiitterins rate of 0.15 atom/ion for carbon in nitrogen in the normal

glow is abont what, is reportcti by Giintliergehiilzoi^ for silver in the abnormal glow

but is greater liy a factor ol' abont 400 than tliat found for silver in the normal

glow in experiments by Haworth.'** Dbviously sputtering rates for carbon are

exccptionallv high.

t It is believed that these figures are substantially the same for limonene and

for benzene.
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values leaves little doubt that we have correctly interpreted the in-

hibiting effect of glow discharges upon activation.

6.4 "Hysteresis" Effects

Sometimes a pair of completely inactive electrical contacts of a noble

metal can be activated yery (luickly, and an apparently identical pair

of contacts cannot l)e activated at all under exactly the same experi-

mental conditions. In the first case a great amount of carbon may be
formed, and in the second case no detectable carbon at all. In order to

clear up this confusion, some controlled experiments were carried out

upon tlie activation and deactivation of silver and palladium electrodes

in air containing benzene vapor at various partial pressures. From these

experiments, it has been possible to relate the variability of earlier results

to previous history of the contacts, and the entire behavior is now ciuite

well understood.

In these tests adjustable benzene vapor pressure was obtained by
first bubbhng air at a controlled rate through benzene maintained at

constant temperature by a bath of acetone and dry ice, and then mixing
the saturated air with clean air in the proper proportions. In certain

tests silver contacts were operated in air flowing from this apparatus,

discharging a capacitor on each closure. The number of operations re-

quii'ed to produce complete activation was measured for many different

values of the benzene vapor pressure. With contacts that had been
cleaned in a standard way before each test, it was found that the number
of closures required for activation rose extremely rapidly with decreasing

vapor pressure over a narrow range of pressures. There was always a

lower pressure limit below which it seemed impossible to activate the

contacts at all. All of the tests were made at the high operating rate of

60 closures per second.

"When the contacts had been cleaned by abrasion before each indi-

vidual test, the minimum pi-essure Ijolow which activation could not be
attained was of the order of 2 mm Hg. (This pressure was exceptionally

high because of the high operating rate, see Section 6.2.) A different re-

sult was found for contacts that had been previously activated and
then cleaned only by repeated arcing; for these contacts the minimum
pressure for activation was aliout 0.7 nun Hg. The factor of 3 between
these minimum pressures is doubtless related to the fact that, for those

electrodes which had been cleaned by arcing only, there exi.sted Tieigh-

boring carbonized areas which were never cleaned. Each such area can
be expected to hold about three times as much adsorbed benzene on the
average as does the same area of clean metal, see Section 5.1, and espe-

cially lines 2 and 3 of Table IV. Thus for such surfaces more carbon can
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be expected to be formed by each arc. The model is not sufficiently well

defined to permit any more exact conclusions.

In another experiment, silver electrodes, which had first been com-

pletely activated, were operated for a long period at a greatly reduced

benzene vapor pressure. It was fouTid that they remained completely

active unless the pressure was very much less than the minimum of 0.7

mm Hg at which activation could be produced. In repeated tests at a

variety of low benzene vapor pressures, the number of operations re-

quii-ed for the contacts to become inactive was recorded. This number

was found to increase very abruptly with increasing vapor pressure, and

above about 0.02 mm Hg the contacts remained active indefinitely.

This result must again be related to the capacity of a mass of spongy

carbon to hold a great amount of adsorbed Ijenzenc. Very probably the

upper limit of pressure below which contacts cannot be deactivated,

depends upon the thickness of the carbon layer produced before the

benzene pressure is lowered.

Similar but less extensive experiments were carried out with palladium

electrodes.

These hysteresis effects observed in the activation and deactivation

of contacts seem capable of explaining the erratic observations that had

been made previously. If the immediate history of contacts is sufficiently

well known, behavior can perhaps be predicted fairly well for various

experimental conditions.

7. BROWN DEPOSIT

Closely related to the activation of relay contacts is the formation of

polymerized layers of organic material upon contact surfaces as a result

of friction. This material, which is commonly known as "brown deposit",

is produced at contacts which do not make or break current. Its mode

of formation is thus entirely different from that of the carbon which is

the cause of activation. Both have, however, a common origin in layers

of organic molecules adsorbed upon surfaces. Discovery of brown deposit

and most of the invest' j "'on of it were carried out elsewhere (Ref. 20),

but some discussion of brown deposit is appropriate here because of its

relation to the carbon of activation and because of a study of its forma-

tion by P. ICisliuk.

7.1 Composition

The composition of bro^^Ti deposit was determined by Kisliuk in an

apparatus similar to that used to investigate the carbonaceous material

responsible for activation, Kig. 9, and by the same analytical procedure.

The apparatus was modified so that a palladium or platinum electrode
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could be rubbed back and forth upon another electrode oi" the same mate-

rial. The driving force was a magnet outside the glass apparatus.

In tests carried out in benzene \"ap()r in the absence of air, it was found

that the deposit formed on the electrodes contained 65 per cent as much
hydrogen as was in the original benzene, about 2 atoms of hydrogen for

every 3 carbon atoms, this figure ha\'ing a possible experimental error of

as much as 20 per cent. The brown deposit formed by friction thus differs

significantly from the pure carbon produced by arcing which is responsi-

ble for a(!tivati(jn.* The experimentally determined composition of the

brown deposit does not, of course, distinguish between hj-^drogen or

benzene simply adsorbed in the deposit and hydrogen existing in it in

some combined form.

7.2 Rate of Production

In Kisliuk's experiments, which were carried out in the absence of

air, the rate of production of brown deposit was found to be independent

of benzene vapor pressure down to 3 X 10~^ mm Hg, which was the

lowest pressure tested, just as was the case in the formation of carbon

bv arcs.

When air is present, the rate of formation of brown deposit may de-

|)end upon vapor pressui'c of the organic molecules. Unpublished experi-

ments have indicated, furthermore, that there may be a limiting vapor

pressure below which the deposit does not form, with this pressure de-

pendent upon the idle period between operations.""

In some of Kisliuk's \'acuam tests a palladium electrode was rubbed

back and forth over an area determined microscopically to be about

I X 10~'' cm", and produced the polymerization on each rub of 2.1 X
10'" molecules of benzene, or 5 X 10'- molecules per cm- of rub. This is

smaller tlian the number of molecules in a monolayer (7 X 10''* per cm",

Uefercnce 10) by a factor of l-iO. Part of the discrepancy is certainly due

to the fact that the true area of contact of the electrodes is less than the

apparent area as seen under the microscope. From more careful estimates

of area it has been found by other observers that the amount of benzene

that is polymerized by friction is, in general, comparable with that ad-

sorbed as a monolayer on the rubbing surfaces.

7.:? Brown Deposit and the Carbon uf Ariivation

Although both brown deposit and the carbon of activation arc pro-

duced from the decomijosition of adsorbed organic molecules, there are

* In tliiw coiiiifctioii, it is intfrcstiny Id point out, however, (liiit any metiil

surfju'o, uiMJii wliicli hrowii deposit lias lieen pindiiood l»y friction in iiii appro-
]iriatc atniosjjhen*, is foiiini tn )>c' fnlly active when testcil in a Kiiilal)le eirciiit..

Tliis activity naturally tUniH not la«t after the hrowu riepoait has l)eeii burned oil".

\\\ this characterisf ie, the hrowii deposit liohaveK like any foreign more or less

insulating layer upon a contact surface.
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several differences in the conditions necessary for formation. The carbon

is produced on a noble metal but not on a base metal (in air) ;
brown

deposit, on the other hand, has been formed on vanadium, molybdenum

and tantalum, but it has never been produced on silver and only spar-

ingly on gold.-" The failure of electrodes of silver and of gold to form

brown deposit has been associated with the high thermal conductivities

of these metals, with the idea in mind that polymerization of organic

molecules to brown deposit requires frictional heat. Whether this is true

has not been established.

Both hrown deposit and the carbon of activation can be formed from

any of a great variety of unsaturated ring compounds. Various unsatu-

rated aliphatic compounds which have been tested, and some saturated

aliphatic compounds (for example, pentane), can be made to produce

brown deposit to a limited extent, but activation has never been attained

with any aliphatic compound. It seems probable that some activating

carbon is produced from these compounds but the burning off in the

arc makes activation impossible.
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